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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

With deep high pressure over the Gulf, shower and thunderstorm activity will be at a minimum into the weekend, although some isolated 
activity will continue in the northeast. Winds should be out of the south to southeast in western sections at generally moderate to fresh 
speeds.  Because of the circulation around the ridge at the surface, wind direction should veer to S-SW in central sections and SW-W in the 
east, at mostly gentle speeds. Seas will be smooth to slight, with some moderate seas near the Texas coast. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Wind flow over the Gulf will continue to be governed by the subtropical high to the northeast for at least the next week.  This will keep 
moderate to fresh S-SE winds in the west and gentle SW-W winds in central sections.  Winds in the east will likely be light and variable due 
to movements of the center of the high.  Seas will stay smooth to slight, although steady fresh to strong winds near the Texas Gulf coast 
are likely to cause moderate seas there through Sunday. Models continue to show a weak upper low moving slowly westward near the
northern Gulf coast starting this weekend through early next week.  Although model uncertainty is rather high, this low will most likely 
cause an increase in shower and thunderstorm activity along and near the northern and central coasts as it slowly travels west through the 
early part of next week.  This system will be monitored because some models are showing an associated weak surface low forming, which 
may locally increase winds and seas mostly in north central sections Monday and Tuesday. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart

Day 3 Surface Chart Day 4 Surface Chart


